Cloud Adoption Trends in Healthcare
Introduction
There is a lot of hype about moving traditional on-premise solutions to the cloud but most healthcare
organizations are only doing so gradually and, in many instances, hesitantly. This industry brief covers
just a few of the lessons we've learned from research we've been doing on cloud adoption.
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Cloud Technology vs On-Premise
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Key Considerations When Moving to the Cloud
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Direct Commentary
“Cloud access, at least for PACS, expedites patients care and
reduces radiation exposure.” - Imaging Director
“Cloud services vendors like to do upgrades, make changes, force
changes to keep standardization, all to keep their support costs low.
This often does not line up with 24/7 facility. Random outages,
maintenance issues, mistakes they make etc. can quickly erode the
value of this type of service. Speed and accuracy is of paramount
concern, more so than the cost of the technology.” - CIO
“Cloud is not a far away thing. We have over 70-80% of our software
in the cloud already-including our EHR.” - CIO
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